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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs’ subpoenas seek limited documents from defendants’ retained experts related to 

their knowledge, bias and prior opinions.  Defendants and their experts have responded by refusing 

to produce a single document and erecting various artificial hurdles.  Indeed, in dealing with the 

subpoenas defendants have reached new heights in delay and obfuscation. 

For example, defendants misquote the parties’ stipulation in an effort to attach a meaning 

neither party intended.  However, a plain reading of the stipulation reveals that it restricts only 

certain narrowly defined discovery and does not preclude the use of a subpoena to obtain additional 

documents from the experts. 

Defendants also insist that plaintiffs must open up new cases in foreign jurisdictions to 

enforce their subpoenas on experts who have been hired to give testimony in this case.  However, 

these experts have agreed to participate in this action, and this Court has authority to compel the 

requested documents. 

Finally, defendants and Mr. LaSusa argue that Mr. LaSusa has not had a chance to be heard 

on these issues.  However, despite their claim that Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP (“Cahill”) does not 

represent Mr. LaSusa, Cahill dedicated four pages of its six-page brief to arguing on his behalf.  

Additionally, the objections from all three experts (undoubtedly prepared by the Cahill firm) are 

almost identical, and Mr. LaSusa’s other lawyer filed a brief in opposition.  Mr. LaSusa has been 

amply represented in these proceedings. 

The Court should not allow defendants’ various fictional constructs to confuse or prolong this 

relatively straightforward issue.  Plaintiffs’ motion to compel should be granted. 
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II. ARGUMENT 

A. The Parties’ Stipulation Regarding Expert Discovery Does Not 
Prohibit Discovery of the Information Plaintiffs Seek 

The stipulation entered into between the parties created two specific limitations on expert 

discovery.  The parties agreed that: (1) communications between experts and lawyers for the parties; 

and (2) notes, drafts or other types of preliminary work created by or for the experts would not be 

discoverable.1  Defendants now seek to extend these specifically enumerated limitations to cover all 

discovery from expert witnesses.2  As evidenced by the face of the stipulation, the parties did not 

agree to or intend such a result.   

If the parties actually intended the stipulation to limit all discovery relating to expert 

opinions, it would include language to that effect and there would have been no need to include the 

specific and narrow limitations on discovery enumerated in paragraph 4.  However, the stipulation 

contains no language supporting defendants’ construction, because the parties never agreed to any 

such limitation.  Defendants reference an “extensive negotiation” between the parties to the 

stipulation, but point to nothing in the negotiated text that supports their position.  The notion of 

broadly prohibiting any expert discovery not specifically identified in the stipulation was never 

discussed, let alone agreed to.  As plaintiffs discussed in their opening papers, a plain reading of the 

stipulation reveals that the only limitations on expert discovery are specifically enumerated in the 

agreement.  Defendants know this, and had to resort to misquoting the stipulation to make their 

point.  Paragraph 1 of the stipulation reads as follows, with the portion omitted by defendants in their 

brief highlighted in bold: 
                                                 

1  The Class’ Motion to Enforce the January 31, 2008 Order and to Compel Production of Documents 
by Defendants’ Experts Pursuant to Plaintiffs’ Subpoenas (“Motion”), Exhibit 7, ¶4. 

2  The Household Defendants’ Response to Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel Production of Documents by 
Defendants’ Experts Pursuant to Plaintiffs’ Subpoenas (“Defs’ Response”) at 4-5. 
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The purpose of this Stipulation is to modify the provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 
26(a)(2)(B) with respect to required disclosures relating to persons retained to 
provide expert testimony (“Testifying Experts”) and to limit the scope of 
discoverable information relating to such experts’ opinions as follows:   

Motion, Ex. 7, ¶1 (emphasis added to language omitted by defendants).  If the “as follows” language 

did not limit the scope of the stipulation as a plain reading of the document suggests, defendants 

would have no reason to omit it from their brief.  Because the parties never agreed to a blanket 

limitation on expert discovery, plaintiffs’ subpoenas are proper under the stipulation. 

Defendants also complain that the subpoenas are untimely.  However, the expert discovery 

cut-off – extended numerous times at defendants’ request – is March 25, 2008.  The subpoenas at 

issue were served on February 6, 2008 (Mr. Litan and Mr. Bley) and February 8, 2008 (Mr. LaSusa), 

well in advance of the cut-off, and had return dates sufficiently in advance of each witness’s 

deposition so as to allow plaintiffs to use the documents produced in their examinations.  If 

defendants’ experts had simply complied with plaintiffs’ subpoenas, instead of asserting frivolous 

objections and taking all possible measures to avoid adjudicating them, the timing of plaintiffs’ 

subpoenas vis-à-vis the scheduled depositions would not be an issue.3 

Furthermore, Mr. Litan’s testimony (taken after plaintiffs’ motion was filed) suggests that he 

may not have documents responsive to plaintiffs’ subpoena.  Defendants did not convey this highly 

relevant information to plaintiffs during the parties’ meet and confer, or to the Court in their 

opposition.  If this is true, it begs the question, why was this information withheld during the meet 

                                                 

3 The frailty of this particular argument is evidenced by their attempt to distort the record.  They claim 
that plaintiffs “became aware” of Mr. LaSusa and Mr. Litan in October 2007 when they wrote the Court 
requesting extensions to serve their reports; however, they did not serve their reports until December 10, 
2007.  The implication that plaintiffs should have subpoenaed documents related to these experts’ opinions 
before the experts had disclosed them makes no sense.  Had plaintiffs proceeded in such a fashion, it would 
have doubtless resulted in a similarly rancorous attack, just for different reasons. 
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and confer and omitted from defendants’ motion?  If defendants wanted to settle these issues 

quickly, they would have been up-front with plaintiffs and the Court on this point. 

B. Plaintiffs’ Motion Is Properly Before This Court 

Defendants argue that with respect to Mr. Bley and Mr. Litan, the Court cannot adjudicate 

this simple discovery matter because the documents plaintiffs seek were requested pursuant to 

subpoenas issued by other district courts.4  Defs’ Response at 2-3.  In other words, defendants 

contend that because they have employed out-of-state experts, this Court has no authority to rule on 

discovery issues related to those experts.  However, Mr. Litan and Mr. Bley are not uninterested, 

independent third parties objecting to a subpoena in some action to which they have no connection.  

They are paid experts, who have submitted to the jurisdiction of this Court.  They have both prepared 

expert reports in this case, which were served on plaintiffs.  They have agreed to be deposed.5  And, 

they have agreed to come to Chicago and, if permitted, testify on behalf of defendants at the trial in 

this action.6  Despite these facts, defendants seek to construct the fiction that these witnesses are 

uninvolved third parties who are unwilling to allow the Court to adjudicate a discovery dispute 

related directly to their engagements.7  If this truly is the case, they should be barred from 

participating in this action. 

                                                 

4 Defendants did not raise this objection during the parties’ meet and confer, even though plaintiffs 
expressly stated they intended to seek relief from this Court. 

5 Mr. Litan was deposed in this action on February 27, 2008, Mr. LaSusa has agreed to sit for 
deposition on March 6, 2008, and Mr. Bley has agreed to sit for deposition on March 14, 2008.    

6 Indeed, Mr. Litan recognized the Court’s authority over matters related to his expert engagement by 
writing directly to the Court requesting leave for an extension to file his expert report.   

7 Defendants accuse plaintiffs of a “deliberate attempt to obfuscate [the] source” of their subpoenas 
because plaintiffs attached to their motion only Mr. Bley and Mr. Litan’s objections (which also contain each 
of plaintiffs’ requests), and not the subpoenas themselves.  Defs’ Response at 2-3.  Of course, this contention 
is absurd.  The caption on Mr. Bley’s objections, on the first page of plaintiffs’ Motion, Ex. 5 reads: “United 
States District Court Western District of Washington.”  Similarly, the caption on the first page of Mr. Litan’s 
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Under defendants’ construction, this Court would have no authority to adjudicate disputes 

arising from or relating to expert depositions, or to require an out-of-state expert to appear at a 

Daubert hearing.  This anomalous result would serve no legitimate purpose and would drastically 

undermine the Court’s authority to oversee the conclusion of expert discovery.  Forcing plaintiffs to 

institute new actions in Missouri and Washington to obtain documents that relate directly to 

defendants’ experts’ knowledge, bias and prior opinions would only add additional delay and 

expense to the process (no doubt defendants’ purpose in raising spurious objections and this 

argument).   

In moving before this Court, plaintiffs sought the fastest and most sensible approach to 

resolving these issues created by defendants’ and their experts’ refusal to simply comply with 

plaintiffs’ valid subpoenas.  This Court has adjudicated and resolved numerous issues relating to out-

of-district subpoenas throughout the litigation and is in the best position to rule on the issues 

presented by plaintiffs’ motion.  Even if Mr. Bley and Mr. Litan are not subject to the jurisdiction of 

this Court by virtue of their role as testifying experts for the defendants, the Court can simply order 

Household International Inc. (“Household”) to ensure that their experts comply with the subpoenas.  

Under the circumstances, there is no good reason to litigate these issues before two out-of-state 

courts. 

C. Plaintiffs’ Motion as to Mr. LaSusa Is Properly Before the Court 

With respect to Mr. LaSusa, his opposition presents no new arguments regarding the parties’ 

stipulation.  Instead, Mr. LaSusa faults plaintiffs for not meeting and conferring with him separately 

                                                                                                                                                             

objections reads “United States District Court Western District of Missouri.”  See Motion, Ex. 4.  
Furthermore, the Court was already aware these subpoenas were issued from out-of-state courts because Ms. 
Best, counsel for defendants, repeatedly advised the Court’s law clerk of this fact during her improper attempt 
to argue the merits of this motion during the February 25, 2008 scheduling call. 
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after a meet and confer with defense counsel established that no agreement was possible.8  However, 

counsel for defendants and Mr. LaSusa ignore that any misunderstanding is the direct result of 

defendants’ apparently deliberate obfuscation and misdirection as to who represented their experts. 

• On Wednesday February 13, 2008, counsel for plaintiffs asked one of defendants’ 
lawyers, David Owen, in person prior to a deposition whether Cahill represented 
defendants’ experts.  Mr. Owen refused to respond, other than instructing plaintiffs 
not to contact the witnesses. 

• Later the same day, plaintiffs wrote an e-mail to Landis Best and Craig Kesch, also 
of the Cahill firm, repeating the inquiry.  Ex. A.9  Defendants ignored that e-mail. 

• Plaintiffs sent another e-mail on Friday, February 15, 2008, repeating the inquiry for 
the third time.  Id.  Defendants responded:  “Unless and until you hear otherwise, 
you can operate under the presumption that Cahill represents these individuals 
and, as you were already told by David Owen on Wednesday, Plaintiffs are hereby 
instructed not to contact them directly.”  Id.  

Counsel for defendants said nothing to dispel the notion that Cahill represented all of the 

experts for purposes of the subpoenas during the meet and confer, even when plaintiffs (1) sought to 

discuss a briefing schedule for their motion to compel and (2) informed defendants of their intention 

to call the Court to obtain a briefing schedule, and requested counsel’s availability for the call.  As 

LaSusa’s objections were served shortly after the meet and confer, it appears Mr. Varga was either 

made aware of the Friday meet and confer and decided not to participate or defense counsel withheld 

that information so as to provoke Mr. Varga’s sense of outrage.  In any case, it is obvious that Mr. 

Varga practically cut-and-pasted the objections to Mr. LaSusa’s subpoena from those of Messrs. 

Litan and Bley, and is coordinating with the Cahill firm.   

                                                 

8 Mr. LaSusa suggests that plaintiffs were not candid with the Court.  That is untrue.  Plaintiffs did state 
that the LaSusa objections were received after the meet and confer.  Motion at 3.  Further, during the February 
25, 2008 scheduling call with the Court’s law clerk, counsel for defendants repeatedly stated Mr. LaSusa was 
represented by a different counsel.  Plaintiffs certainly did not intend to mislead the Court on this subject. 

9  Exhibits A and B are attached hereto. 
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In any event, a meet and confer would likely have been futile.  Plaintiffs called Mr. Varga to 

discuss his objections on February 28, 2008 (after Mr. LaSusa’s response to plaintiffs’ motion was 

filed) and again on February 29, 2008, but Mr. Varga was not available either time and sent a letter 

declining to discuss Mr. LaSusa’s objections.  See Ex. B.  Further, even assuming a successful meet 

and confer with Mr. Varga, plaintiffs would still have had to bring the motion as to Mr. Bley and Mr. 

Litan. 

Mr. LaSusa raises some specific issues regarding the alleged overbreadth of plaintiffs’ 

subpoena.  That subpoena consists of six separate document requests.  With the exception of Request 

No. 5, the requests are narrow.  Request Nos. 1 and 2 relate to compensation received from 

Household or services provided to Household.  Request No. 3 relates to any legislative testimony 

Mr. LaSusa gave.  Request No. 4 concerns reports or presentations Mr. LaSusa made while an 

Illinois regulator.  Request No. 6 concerns any documents Mr. LaSusa has relating to Household’s 

lending practices.  Contrary to defendants’ contention (Defs’ Response at 4-5), this request does not 

seek production of documents previously produced in this action that were provided by defense 

counsel to Mr. LaSusa, which plaintiffs agree are covered by the stipulation.10  Prior to his career as 

a consulting expert, Mr. LaSusa worked for the Illinois Department of Financial Institutions where 

he actively regulated Household.  If Mr. LaSusa has documents from his work as a regulator, or has 

performed any other study, examination or analysis of Household’s lending practices, such 

documents are clearly relevant to his opinions in this case, which relate to those same practices. 

Plaintiffs agree that upon further review, Request No. 5 is over-broad and have contacted Mr. 

Varga to see if a mutually agreeable accommodation can be reached.  As indicated above, Mr. 

                                                 

10 Had defendants raised this concern during the meet and confer, plaintiffs would have clarified the 
point.  This argument was not advanced by Mr. LaSusa in his response. 
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LaSusa’s counsel declined to discuss these issues with plaintiffs.  To obviate this burden issue, 

despite Mr. Varga’s refusal to meet and confer, plaintiffs withdraw Request No. 5. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, plaintiffs’ motion to compel should be granted. 
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